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 This is the first in  
series of articles discussing file
 con. 
f r  y surrounding 








Vice  President Bill Langan 
has called for 
a student refer-
endum on 
the entire question of 
the College 
Union  because of the 
many
 discrepancies he believes
 
exist in the 
policies  and programs 
of the Board. 
Along with calling for a refer-
endum, Langan
 has called for a 
complete legal investigation of 
all  
facets of the College Union to be 
conducted by lawyers 
hired  by the 
ASB.
 He has also called for the 
resignations 
fiom the college, not 
just from the College Union Board 
of Governors, but of any adminis-
trators who purposefully misrepre-
sented information or acted against 
the best interests of the students. 
Glen E. Guttormsen,  Director of 
Business Affairs, will be unavail-
able for comment until Monday 
when he will return from meet-






is the fact 
that although the fac-
ulty will have the use of the 
Col-
lege Union they do not 
financially 
support
 it in any way. 
STUDENTS  CONTRIBUTE
 
"It was named the 
College  
Union instead of 
Student Union 
by the 
College Union Board of 
Governors," 
said  Langan, ''in order 













dents  are the 
only ones 
who  pay 








ing of the 



















able to those 
groups or 
individuals  






 of the 
Union 





or by the 





























resistance  at S.TS 
and 




highlight  tonight's 
"News Center" special produced 
by the 
Radio  and Television
 News 
Center (RTNC) for 
KSJS, 90.7 
FM, at 7. 
Lloyd 
LaCtiesta's  guest will be 
Joe Allen, a 
leader  in the Resis-
tance 
on
 this campus. They will 
discuss yesterday's draft card Merl-
in. LaCuesta Will also discuss the 
Carmichael talk and other on -
campus 
happenings,  
Education editor Sophie Floe-
czyk 
will  discuss 





program  is being researched 
by the 
Environmental  Sciences 
Department
 




Dr.  Jen 
Yu 
Wang.  






























































































The resolution was 
tabled  pend-
ing 
further  examination by 
the 
Board 
as to exactly who
 would be 
exempt.
 










































































































































































to serve " 
Photo by 
Paddi  Benson 
"HELL NO, don't let him go"...
 and Studdly the mouse didn't. 
Just before John Poimiroo dropped his 
mouse  into the cage sus-
pended from a balloon -like object, fellow 
students of John Bat-
tenberg's sculpture classes, prompted by Studdly's
 owner, vetoed 
the mouse's 
flight.  Students were testing their sculpture
 projects 
designing, constructing
 and flying helium inflated 
objects  on 





































reduction  in 
the 
number
 of council 
members,  from 
21 to 15, 
caused  the 
controversy.  
The 
revisions  have been 
studied  
and  considered 




one of ASB Pres.
 Dick Miner's 
as-
sistants.  began 
the  study in the 
fall of 1966 under the
 authority of 
then ASB Pres. Jerry Spotter.
 
Fitzgerald
 presented the 
pro-
posed revisions
 to council and 
explained the history. and meaning 
of. the revisions. This
 was the first 
reading of the revisions by coun-
cil. 
Three readings are 
required
 
before council can vote and pre-











dent government of a true cross-




Antu,  sophomore represen-
tative. lashed 










don't want to hear
 differ-
ent 
opinions.  You 
just want to 
hear
 the same thing






























speech, will review 
"The Myth 
of Mental Illness" and 







p.m. in Cafeteria A 






















































WilS  "to 
large 























































































































































































































































hopes to be 
back 
on the job 
with 
the doctor's 





 He said 
he is 
planning  to direct
 this year's 
"Messiah" which  opens
 Dee. 17. 
Prof. Erlendson
 
has lx.en  at 
SJS  
since 1931. He was hospitalized
 
tette 


















"This is really 
insane,"  Antu 
said, "You're saying you can't get 
people into government. You're 
saying that because only 15 show 
up, they must he qualified," he 
continued. "You're talking about 
an 
oligarchy."  
"You're talking about 15 peo-
Ple
 
representing 23,000. But is it 
going to represent the students, 
or is it just going to serve your 







Chairman Bill Langan, 
A.Stri  





He therefore offered a 
possible  so-
lution in the consideration of a 
tvvo-house system of legislature. 
One house
 
would  seat as many 
as 100 
representatives.
 The other 
would con.sist of 15. Langan asked 
council 
members














By KENTON JORDAN 








the  Resistance is how 





draft card turn -ins. 
Not 
certain  them.selves,  local 
Resistance 
members  jokingly  con-
cluded it must be the arbitrary 




 acts as a 
cosmic receptor for turn -in dates. 
If that is so, then the little man 
surely 
blow it yesterday -- at least 
as far











traveled to the 
San Francisco Fed-
eral Building
 for the 
Resistance's  
fourth national turn
-in -- and 
found
 it to be one 
helluva day to 
fight the 
Selective  Service 
System.  
Or 
any system. for 
that matter. 
* * * 
It was miserable. The 
rain
 splashed 













for  the 200 resisters 
and watchers 
huddler under it. A 
harsh, gusty wind 
hurled the 
spray
 in upon us, wetting our hair 
and tossing it 
like salad. 
To 
make  it worse, 
















 and from 











ance  orders 
of the 
day.
 In fact, 
they
 seemed to 




face  jail 





































 for a 














































































































ances  we've 
already 
received  in 
areas of 







 of the 
members






 Council session, said 
the
 committee will












 and "decide on the 
cottrse which the 
committee vvill 
take" in the 
investigation. 
UBSA 

















































be Israel. The 
consulate
 general's talk is sponsored by 
Hillel,
 a Jewish 
student  cam-
pus orga





A one -day 
conference  on 
international  relations 
for social science 
instructors  is 
scheduled  for 
tomorrow  fmm 




author  and 
lecturer
 fmm the 
University  
of California 
at San Diego, 
will  speak on 
"The












Federal  Service 
Entrance.  
Examination
 will be given
 at SJS 
tomorrow morning 
at
 8:30 in S112 for 






 is the 
final deadline for all 
entries
 for the MISS Photogenic 
contest.
 F.:ntry 
forms  can be picked up al 
JC2OR  until 11:30 this morn-
ing. Thr contest 
is sponsored by Theta Sigma




SWISS  ACTRESS 
Swiss  actress Lilian 
Westphal  will 
present
 a 
lecture  in German on 
humor, irony








being  sponsored 


































Bradley  noted 




















Dusel,  the 
meeting  











































(AP)  A 
resolution  by San 




"reinstate  Black 
instruc-
tor 





 State College 
Chancellor  
Glenn S. Dumke yesterday. 
Dumke was 
meeting















 the word "respect-
fully': in 












Little  Theater. 
The school has
 a 
faculty of 1,800. 
The 
action
 came during a 
two-
hour 





 in the wake of vio-
lence and
 vandalism by striking
 
Black Student Union 
leaders.  
The
 resolution was 
approved by 
a narrow 
margin.  It asked Dumke 
to 
"immediately uithdraw his or-
der in 
respect to George Murray." 
Murray, an English 
instructor  
and member
 of the Black Pan-
thers, was ordered by Dumke sus-
pended with pay for 30 days for 





The rrsolution said "the nor-
mal disciplinary 
pmcedures of 
this college" should be used to 
deal with Murray. 
The measure also asked that a 
task force be 
appointed
 to study 
toward initiating ethnic studies 
at the school. 
There was also an 
accompany-
ing referendum to 
be presented 
to 
the  entire faculty 
which con-
tained 11 mints to be voted upon 





ademie, a possible censure of 
Dim-
ke,  Murray, the 
feasibility
 of IA 
faculty
 strike 
and the 10 
demands
 
of the Black 
Students  Union. 
A general faculty meeting 
was  
scheduled for 9 a.m. Friday. Aca-






Robert  D. Smith, 
dur-













They  listened reverently as Joan 
Baez, spurning musical 
accom-
, paniment, her hand deep in 
the 
pockets of a heavy blue coat but-
toned 




Then they joined her in singing 









 that a 
blond -haired 
youth with glasses 
was spirited 
away by 
non -uniformed police. He 
had bumed
 a tiny, dime 
store 
Ainerican flag during
 a speech a 
half-hour earlier;





one man, the 
group stood 
and,  with 
fingers






















spoke.  He 
discussed, as 
he has 




























































 were the 
highest  
number




















































not  been 
a bad 












































































































































































































































 morning with 
chanee 
of a brief shower then 
gradual 
clearing
 during the day. 
Partly el  
ly
 tonight through 






afternoon and e 11 
nt inning 
through tonight. 
lucre  it s g 
cloud% %%Rh rain 
likely
































  Editor 













































afternoon.  It is 
too
 






















 bite liberals 
eau
 affurd and why 
he feels the hip-
pie- have
 evionontic stability. 
Ilad the author











could  have heen 




















Now I know 
they  didn't have to Ire. 
It
 is impossible for every editorial 
writer to know all there is 
to know 
about a topic. If that were the pre-
requisite
 for writing one, there 
would  
be very few.  
The Spartan Daily does not sign 
editorials anymore because it 
does
 not 
identify an opinion 
as one person's 
but rather as an 
opinion  of many. I 
agree with this practice. 
Hut. if the
 anonymity that is afford-
ed with this prililege is going to be 
alm-ed. then it should be questioned. 
the %%Titer of the editorial could not 
attend the talk. then this should be a 
factor in the consideration
 of the edi-
torial's Yalidity. 
Spartan Daily has come under some 
criticism lately and one of the charges 
lev ied has been carelessness. 
In this instance Spartan Daily was 
for real. and so was the carelessness.
 
N mother editorial stand 
was  taken 
on the basis of one person's misinfor-
mation and I for one. can see no way 
it Call Ile 




By DOANE YAWGER 
liti114 ill (or 
owning a new-paper office 
ma 'termite an uninsitrable risk if the 













to% cocktail in 
the  
clo.ed 
1.ampus  News 
id lice% re.if
 





* * * 
Situdsers at S.IS neter had 
it so good. 
\ t San 
Joaquin





proposal  to let student 
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Larry Jamison, Lance 




tip in the cafeteria was defeated for the 
seeond time in fottr years by a 
477 to 158 




measure was submitted  by the 
Black Student Association which said stu-
dents have no place
 to smoke during rainy 
weather.
 
* * * 
Students  at the University of Missouri 




question candidates to fill the
 re-
tiring dean of arts and 
sciences
 post, the 
Maneater reports. 
The  students submit 
evaluation  forms after each interview
 
based
 MI questions over 
student  freedom 
and student
-University  participation. 
* * * 
Situations
 can be tougher at other col-
leges than at SJS. Take 




 Clatsop Community 
College in 
Astoria, Ore., 
students who fail to pay 
parking fines will not 
receive  semester 
grades and not be allowed
 to return to 
school 




Fine-, for the 




 The first three 
vio-
lations
 cost fifty cents, the 
next
 three a 
dollar and will double 
in atnount for each 
trio of 
tiekets. 




Compton  College students 
receiving 





 police will be suspended 
for a week. 
Any  more tickets and the stu-
dent is 
kicked out for the 




 drastic  penalties
 apply only to 
school 
parking  lots and
 not to city 
streets 


















 fines to turn 
in 
the delinquent
 hooks without 
penalty. 
Faculty can 
turn their late 
books  in any 
time 





the Tartar Shield comments.
 
Guest  Articles 





and  Guest ROOMS 
/TOM SJS stu-





campus  a.nd its students. 
Arrangements for writing such 
materials  
may be made with Richard 
Battin, Daily 
Associate Editor, 
between  2 and 4:30 p.m. 
in 
the Daily Office, 




















NANCY  ATKINSON., 
Chairman
 
Scholar-In -Residence Program 
Bill Langan, 
in his accusation against 
the College
 Union Board of Goternors, 
not only distorted the f (els but
 proved 
once again that 
students,
 when they don't 
get their 
way,  throw tantrums. 









 has six student members.
 three 




 equal voting !miner 
on all 
policy  decisions. 
Equallv
 important, the 
student
 members consist of the College 













twin?  is 




members- at -large appointed to the Board 
by the ASB president. 
Clearly,
 the stu-
dents have the  er to block or pass any 
policy decision. 
It also
 is interesting to point 
out  that 




 more investigation 
of space allocations in the new College 
Union building. 1This 011e Of 111I. few 








lowing meetings, Asti \ ice President 
Langan felt it was more important to cam-
paign for one of the presidential candi-
dates than to attend this meeting. in this 
respect, it is trite that Langan did not 
have complete information ("withheld in-
formation"). but by his own accord. 
If the students continue to view the 
faculty and administrators
 as their enetny, 
the
 administration and faculty 
will con-
tinue to view the 




 as a stu-
dent member 
of
 the College Union
 Pro-
gram
 Board with the 
non -student mem-
bers of the 
College  Union 
Board  of Gov-




 and policies. their 
con-
cern with
 the trends of the 
students. Be-
cause
 Langan is all 
individual  member of 
the Board of 
Got eritor-, it should be 
made
 
clear that the other li%e 
members on the 
Board do not




































issues   many
 of the same 
racial issues
 that are 
plaguing  this 
nation.  
The Black people 
in America are 
upset.  
'They 
have  been that way 
for hundreds 
of
 years and now they 
have decided that 
peaceful  negotiations solve little -- and 
they
 have decided to do something
 else --
to disrupt 
"the  system" until it recognizes 
them. 
San Francisco State is now closed down.
 
The Black Student Union at S. F. State 
has listed many 
demands covering almost 
every
 area of the college. 
The Black students at S. F. State have 
decided to take 
action   disruptive ac-
tion - -until their demands are met. 
And maybe they
 are right. Maybe 
this  
is the answer  the 




Maybe  the 
Black  students 
at S. F. State
 
have 
found  the 



















snob has now 
become a 
symbol










 a snob is and such 
answers  as "a 












































 by the 
upper  classes






















site of what a 







 fun of 




 on them. 




























































snob  as 
a man 
who 


















































































































beat  the 
hell
 out of a 
guy at the 
San Fran-
cisco Pop Festival. 
Thousands
 
watched  the 
incident   no 
one, including
 myself, 
made a move to 





























just  passed 
through
 the 























faith  was 
restored.  I got 
a taste of 
unself-
















could just as 
easily have 
chosen  not 
to get involved. 




rounded  one curve
 and my car 
started 
skidding. I was 
going too fast, I 
guess,
 or hit some 
gravel,
 and 180 degrees 
later, after 
having  stupidly 
applied  my 
brakes,
 the ear rested 
against  the moun-
tain. Apparent
 damage: a broken radiator 
and some bad dents. 
The girl I 
was with and I were unhurt, 
thanks to ottr seat belts. Cars whizzed 
past 
me. Finally one 
stopped; a family in a 
station wagon asked nte if I needed help. 
They put flares on the road and 
promised
 
to send help. 
Another couple drove by and 
stopped. 
A man got out and asked me if we were 
okay. 
Then De Anza 
college
 student Steve 
Crumb pulled up and said he had a tow 
chain. I managed to 
drive my car over to 
a 
small turn out. The other man 
left, but 
Steve stayed 
to help me. 
I found out later 
that Steve had driven 
by, 
remembered he had 
a tow chain, 
turned around 
and  came back to help 
me. 
Steve
 had been taking
 his little brother
 
for a (lay at 
Big Basin. 
Instead
 he stayed 
on 
that mountain 
with  me for more 
than 
two hours, helping
 me with my car.
 
Steve acted
 as if he were 
my
 best friend. 
lending a helping




so it s ..... Ids a little maudlin, 
but 
Steve  chose to get 
involved,  he chose 
to help another




 he erased a hit 
of the cynical 
journalist in 




just a few 
hours  before had 
raised 
a clenched 
fist in an 
obscene































 time I 










him  into 
Cuper-
tino, 























for  a 
stranger,  





















































































































































































traditional highlight of Home-
iing at SJS has 
been the half -
e show performed






will open its halftime 























































































































 may be 
prepared  to com-
te 























 the area 
also 





 There is 
a day 
p to Aegina and
 also the 
oppor-
tity of seeing Greek art, 
drama,  
tory, 








$325, whictt includes 
sit, board,
 breakfast and one 
al, and tuition. 
kn occasional trip to Crete is 
ional at a cost









cation forms may 
be received 
m Dr, Niki Scoufopoulos, 
De-
rtment of 
Classics,  Brandeis 
iversity, Waltham, Mass., or 
an Dr. Charles Haws, 
History 




 fanfare is de-




Continuing  with the show, the 
band will next
 present a drill in-
volving moving formations in geo-
metric shapes downfield 
to the 
tune of "Something's Coming." 
Next, the band vtill present a 
special Homecoming formation in 
keeping with the theme. 
The Men's Glee Club will then 
join the band on the field for the 
next
 two numbers. The Glee Club. 




perform  as one of 
its selections
 the SJS Alma 
Mater.  
The Band -Aides will
 be featured 
next
 on the 
program.




 and cane" 
dance  to 
the 
tune
 of 'The 




















flags.  The 







 will be 
to the












 it will re-
main on the 
field and move
 to a 
formation
 in preparation
 for the 
arrival














A new advertising club has been 
formed by the advertising students 
of SJS. Students of 
the journalism 
and advertising department formed 
the new group after the 
two na-
tional 
advertising  fraternities, Al-
pha 
Delta Sigma (ADS) and Garn-
ma Alpha Chi (GAXI, failed to 
satisfy local student 
needs. 
The
 SJS Advertising 
Club's  new 
president, 
Ben Hilveida, and vice 
president, Diane
 Bates, are plan-
ning  films, speakers and 
other  pro-
grams designed to 
interest any stu-
dent 
concerned  with advertising. 





 a lot of people are con-
fused, or have the bad 
image  of 






 those ideas, and 
try 







will  be placed  
on bulletin 
boards and in 














many ways to see 
trope,







offers  a unique 
ty to spend a 
European  summer 
an 
archaeological
















before it is lost 
rever.  
Participation



















trainin  gcourse, 
July  12 








lk,  England. 
Cost of the program is $725 in-
uding round-trip air transporta-
m from 
New York, sickness, 
iggage, and airfare insurance, ac-




seminar,  and a 
simple
 ac-
mmodation during the 
period of 
teavation, three meals a day,
 
lition, and all visits and admis-
THREE WEEKS 
The 












ithout the usual living comforts.
 
ccorrunodat ions frequently are  
ough under canvas. Most of the 
ork,
 however, can be 
done as 
ell by women
 as by men. 
Participants 







 of the Oxford
 
Seminar. However,
 in previous 
years students have 






hill fort on the 
Welsh 
Marches,
 a Roman 
palace  near the 
south 
coast of 










































Students  may 
also









seminar  begins, 
visiting 






















































grand marshal of 
Homecoming  
this weekend in tomorrow's par-
ade and game. But he won't 
be 
able  to give all his atten-









eau he will 






plete  story see 












besides  that, 












 it was all 
right  but the 
upperclassmen











 said she likes
 the atmos-
phere 
of having men 
around.  
"Eighth and 







explained,  "and it's fun 
to hold dinners for them." 
But she expressed disappoint-
ment in 
the regulations for upper-
classmen. "I thought that we would 
make our own decisions about 
rules in the dorm. They are treat-
ing us like 12 -year
-olds,"  she said. 
Dave Mori, sophomore recreation 
major, pointed out 
the inconveni-
ences of the unfinished dorm. 
"This morning at 8:30, men were 
drilling in the walls to install a 
nay phone on. our floor," he said. 
He also cited the 
questionable  
choice of 
hours for the linen 
ex-
change. "VVho's
 up between 8:30 
and 
9:30  for the point of 
changing  
your  sheets?" 
Generally, most 
students inter-
viewed were enthusiastic about 
the 
design of the building,
 the in-
terior furnishings 





in every room 
are also a 
big feature 











 senior math 
major, 
expressed  the 
inevitable:  
"Even
 in this place 














 Allen Hall 












 the coed 
high-rise has 
a 
social  and 
academic  
atmosphere.  
"It's  a good 










he thought the 
new 
dorm 
was  quieter 
than





























Page  1) 
of 
Murray



























yesterday  he 
is in no 





until  all 
the 







































































































 should be 
conflicting
 with 


















 as is ev-
eryone
 else. All the imposing


















the system as 
it is and
 people 









 of it, 













into the structure 
which should 












 and on 
the 
level of culttuv, 







"Rebellion is sucked 
into the 
system,"
 said Dr. Weinstein. 
In 










sloughs off any energy
 that might 
be used in 




 vtill tolerate sex-
uality and then it becomes a 
func-
tion of integration." 
What we need, according to 
Mar-
cuse, is a "polymorphous
 sexual-
ity such as infants have where the 










men can be liberated from 
the 
follies  of work, then
 even
 their 
work can be 
eroticized,"  said Dr. 
Weinstein. 
Dr. Weinstein continued that 
the change Marcuse offers is that 
change which comes
 out of social 
structure
 itself. 
"But no one can see 
the situa-
tion
 they're in," said Dr. Wein-
stein. 
And so "a one dimensional so-
ciety produces a 'one dimnesional
 
man'," he said. 
Marcuse's
 goal is that liberation 
will come from the 
outside,  be-
yond the social structure 
to cre-
ate a non-hostile, non
-aggressive,
 










 is an emo-
tional one to 
escape  from the 
an-
xieties of an industrial
 society, 
whether














Rev. Doug Henderson 















St.,  Building 
AA.
 Signals. begin 
Plte it 
Tuesday  






(Nov.  15) 
Pacific 





















Caterpillar Tractor Co. Majors,
 
ME, 1E, Ind. 
Tech.. Physical Sci-
ences; 
















 in Major 
Sierra Resorts 
Ski season is here at last. Many 
of the major areas should operate 
this 
weekend, although the skier 
with shiny new skis should beware 
of 
uncovered  rocks. 
Squaw Valley will be operating 
at almost 





Bowl, Dailies Beach, and the 
upper 
slopes open. 
Heavenly Valley and Bear Val-
ley reported yesterday
 that the 
opening




 current front 
is

















































 FE, ME, 








College  of Lave, 
San Francis-
co.  Joe H. 
Munster,  Jr., 
represent-
tative













ME. EE, Bus., MBA Emphasis 
in 
Marketing  or 
Finance. 
Alexander Grant
 and Co. MaJors
 
Acetg. 
Retail  Credit 
Co. Majors, 
Bu.s. 
Admin., Liberal Arts. 
Young Women's Christian As-
sociation. 
Majors, BD 'MS SoC. 
Sciences.
 Behavorial Sci., Recr. 
and 














































The Sadness Is Out. Happiness 
Is






SPAGHETTI  DINNER 
Ion will find it 
impossible to he sad while 
enjoying 
special from NICK'S
 l'IZZA (Corner of 
8th  and 
Santa 
Clara  I. Just hring 
this ad with you 
tonight or 
)))))))
 rrow night, and find out









,1,  1, , 4 
1 
uMy best





 wear your 
after shave': 
We keep 
warning you to be careful how you use
 
Hai 
Karate& After Shave and 
Cologne. We even put 
instructions on 




best shirts can still
 get torn to pieces.
 That's 
why 









 or Oriental 
Lime. 
Just tell 
us your size 
(s,m,l)






(check  or 







 P.O. Box 
41A, Mt. 
Vernon,  
























delivery.  Offer expires 
Apr 
I 1 1969 If 
your
 favorite stool
 is temporarily 
out of Hsi







 stop you won't want to miss  
the Round 
House. It's the 
restaurant where 
sophisticated  young 
adults 










the plush sunken 
circular
 
bar.  The gourmet
 
specialties  


































 Real  
open
 daily 5:00
 p.m. to 
2:00 
a.m.
  Fo 
r 
information
 call 296.1224 
SNOW WHITE AND FRIEND, here played by 
Donna 
Federico (left) and 
Linda 
Vachon  (right), 
add a great deal 
of vitality  to 
the  cast of 
Jessie 





















Appear  Today 




production,  will open to-
day at 4 p.m.




White"  is 
presented to 
bring alive 
a classic play 
as 
children 
know it." says 
Dr. 
Courtaitey 
Brooks, the play's 
directot . 
"Snow 

















 houndt  
.1 by 
....keit stepmother  
and  he-
t...  d by a band of little 
men.  
In the 




































director George Costa 
(.1 .1: San 
Jose





production of '"I'he King
 and I", 
he turned to two 
SJS students 





Marin and Amaravadee are 
two out of four SJS students 






sented  tonight and tomorrow 
night at 8:30 in Montgomery 
Theater.  
"According to Marin 
and  Am-
aravadee "The 
King and I" is 
banned its Thailand because it 
puts the king in a poor light, 
from the Thai point of view." 
Marin, a junior. has gathered 
friends from her native land to 
aid her in advising Costa and 







 who plays 
Tuptim in the play;
 has ap-
peared at the
 Circle Star The-
ater and last 
sutnmer toured 
the Far East with a USO troupe. 
A drama and music education 
major, 
Sherrill hopes someday 
to 
teach in a Junior college. 
Stage twinager for 
"The  King 
and I" is Mike Ventura,
 an SJS 
music major. He }IRS been in 
"Ciunelot" with 
the .-1.in Jose 




































7:45 p.m. RiRii0 
Francaise 
7:55  p.m. Spectrum 
8:00 
p.m.
 Only When I Laugh
 



































































otter  their 



























































25 W. San Salvador 






WNICNASIII  mum 11011Sf  SAN
 IBSi 29i 
0911 
EVENINGS  MON. THRU
 THURS. 8:00 P.M. 
FRI.  & SAT. 8:30  suN. 
7:00  P.M. 
MAT. WLD., SAT.,
 SUN  1:30 P.M. 





quantum  leap 
in quality over any other 
science
 








entertaining!  Technically 
and 
irnajnatively  it is 
staggering!"
 





 spellbinding I 
immediately 
went  to see it again!" 
Cue Magazine 
., j MGM 
i.......-,, 
STANLEY
 KUBRICK PRODUCTION 
; 4.--rs, - :,... - 
, 



















a * * 
* 4 
6 4 '4 4 
14 *.. a it * 












let ri, the Song of the Immigrant. 
Tenor soloist Enrique 
Villfaena 
and accordianist
 Jose Ignacio 






perform  in Contrapasa 
Eta 
Museta  in this next num-
ber. A medieval 
French BilStille 
village 
dance.  Zulx:roalta 
Dantia,  






latter  dance can be 
traced 
back to the apple 
vendors from 










































Asylum  of 













































Weiss, born near Berlin in 
1916. was acclaimed as the suc-
cessor 
of 

















 night, and 
continues
 
Nov. 21, 22, and 23. Tickets are 
roailable at the box office. 










GUITARIST  FROM 
ARGENTINA  
In 
Brilliant,  Dinamic Performance 
November
 16 8:15 P.M. 
24 - 2:30 P.M. 
ADULTS S3.50 STUDENTS
 $2.75 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: 
OLD TOWN THEATER
 BOX OFFICE 






 PHONE: 354-1530 
"THE FANTASTICKS"
 
DECEMBER 13, 14, 20. 21 




































11ameda  - 297-311611 
EXCLUSIVE 
-" NIS  sy 
.. es AV 
1.01-
SJS production is a runny one 
who gives up magic at the encl. 
Wendell Johnson designed the 
settings, Berneice Prisk the cos-
tumes, Dr. Kenneth Dorst, the 
lighting  and Phillip J. Flad 
special effects and technic:al 
direction. 
Show dates are Nov. 15, 22 at 
4 p.m. 
and  Nov. 16, 23 at 10:30 
a.m. and 2 p.m. The Coll..., 
Theatre Box office will be op. 






















































GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid,
 travel, Erect people. 
Summer 
and year round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For
 illus-
trated literature
 with complete details on programs offered 
and 
how to 
apply,  write; ISTC, Admisblons, 866 










SPEC I A 
Midler?,
 S1.2.-; 
Peanuts, a Dime a 111,i-kei
 
4 p.m. 
dim  A) 
p.m.  
OPEN 






































































 house invites guests. 
Formal invitations are sent to 
alumni and parents. 
"Presents" will be held this 
Sunday for the 
convenience  of 











July  31, August 5 and 12 
San Francisco to Paris 
August 27, September 8 








available  for faculty,
 staff, 
















, San Francisco, 
California  94132 
liumecuming 
activities. 
Pledges will be introduced in 
receiving lines at formal teas in 
each house 
from 3 or 3:30 p.m. 


















for the All 
College  
Vol-
leyball  Tournament, 
Wednesday
 
from 7 to 10 p.m.
 in the Women's 
Gyrn, PER 101. 
Spon.sored  by 
Co-Rec,  the 
tournament Ls 












 be. on 
Seventh  






































































 of the Homecoming 
Game,
 relax tchile you enjoy dining in our 
warm 
setting. Select from a sumptous cuisine
 
which includes lobster thermidor. 
chateau-













Jicippineii l.3    
r,
 ,......., 








Conte set, our 
1' / , 
elegant seleet ion 
/ 
I I I I i i mil\ 11(u_das 




B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL 
is 
inviting 






to speak on "Israel" 
Monday,  November 18 
4:00 P.M. - Journalism 141 
There










 the Elementary Hebretv 
Class ha,s been
 changed to 4:00 P.M. 
on Thursdays at 
the Newman Center 
4164:"48,





























































CAROL  GRENAGER LI)..n 
to
 

















spending  a 










Well, the idea 
°cm:red  to one issues.
 
young 
















































 new ways to 
approach 












chology class and 





am Estelle Resnick." 
Diego State.
 "I found 
out  that my 
Five -foot -two
-inches,






hair held back with a 
colored  hair- 
which 
said









wanted  to say 
some
-
and sandals, and 
smiling
 with big 
gray -green eyes why even the 
most perceptive and suspicious 
male would never 
guess!  Her  




Holding an A.B. from Brooklyn 
College, a Ph.D. from 
Indiana 
University, and beginning her 
first 
semester  at SJS this fall 
true. And her 
after a two-year 
teaching position 
at San Diego State
 College, Dr. 
Resnick has very 
definite  ideas 
concerning 
her profession. 
"I view my 
position
 as twofold," 
she
 said, "one as 
an educator and
 




and  as a 
professor,
 I 
profess  a 
point of 
view." 





 and tell 
them  I am 
biased
















 giving the 
class my 
opinion.
 I enjoy 


















































































































































































































































that  is, that 
they 
felt that 
1 had inspired 
them. I 
was so pleased." 
What






 so big. 'I am 
sick 
of 
being  lost'. I 
thought




 I am being 
stimulated 
by some. of 
the stu-
dents I have in 
class.  It's good to 
be 
here




















kante  was tt 
"succer.s" arid 
there
 will be an-
other card section 
tor the 110111C 
coming game according tu NVar-
ren lienjamln, 
chairman  of the
 
Spirit Club. 
"We aren't isonis-ting agwo. 






get the fans 
more
 invoked in 










game  of the season,
 will ineluili 
a 
pictuie  of Sparti. the 
queen's
 


















 do icti 
I Of 11141














 room urul 
inismato 

























1600 SOUTH FIRST 







  RENT ALS 
scia






















' ..7,' ;.' 
Phone Orders 297-8421 
Drive-in and 







AC 0 S 
With cold 
weather upon us, Tico's of-




chili  ! Fantastically spiced
 to create 
a delic,ous
 meal. What 
better way to 
warm 
up on a cold 
night,












Nor. 14th, 15th, 16th & 17th 










Discontinued,  15% 
Off  Seconds, 25% Off 
Factory 























































Mon.  thru Sat. 
10












The SJS water polo team will 
attempt to start a new mit-mini
 
streak today in the Californi 
State College 
Water  Polo Tour 
SAN 
JOSE  CA 
FE'FER  IA 
89 E. San 
Fernando  
1 Block From Campus
 
Save  Save  Save 
. ill accept 
enrollment  of 25 
atm 
&Ma Ehperiment On Evolsom. 
ies for 




 famous Breakfast Special plus
 
Imati & dinner (choice of menu 
Thin.  dun ri. Breakfast










































about,  and 
study  as you 
go. 
The

















 with an 
hour's
 ride on a 
harbor sampan.
 


















 And you can be 
one  of the 
















 as you go. 
And earn a 
fully -accredited 
semester
 while at sea. 
Chapman 
College is now accept-
ing enrollments for Spring '69 
and Fall '69 semesters.
 Spring '69 
circles the world, from Los Angeles 
through the Orient, India, South
 
Africa, to New York. Fall '69 leaves 
New York for Europe, the Mediter-
ranean, Africa, South 
America,  
ending in Los 
Angeles.  
The world is there. Here's a 
good way for you to find out what's 
happening. Send for our catalog 
with the coupon at right. 
Safety 
Information:The  
s.s. Ryndam, registered in the 
Netherlands, meets 
International  
Safety Standards for new ships 
developed 
in






Director  of Admissions 
Chapman College. 
Orange,  Calif. 92666 
Please send 
your catalog detailing curricula, 
courses offered, faculty data, admission 
require-

















Year in School 
Appiox 















Until   
.  




interested  in 0 Spring Fail 0 19_ 
0 I 





nament at 11:30 ii.m. 
in
 the Cal 
State Hayward pool. 








tradition  will be
 
going  for 
the Spartans, now 12-3 on the 








been able to bounce 
back. 
Coach




 will bounce back 
he 
flatly declared, 
"the finals are 
Saturday  





Backing Walton's boast is a 
strong 





spartan Dully Sport% 
Editor  
If Homecoming means 
anything 
you should be able to 
find the re-
sults  on the Spartan football field 
about 4 p.m. Saturday
 afternoon. 
Kickoff time 
for the Washington 
State-SJS gamic at 
Spartan  Sta-
dium





overall  record with a 2-5 
mark, with WSU being 1-6-1. 
The Cougars record is deceiving, 
howmer, as they have been tough 
in all their 
games.  For example, 
they had Stanford 
beat until a last 
second 
touchdown  and the Tribe 
decided to go 
for the tie instead 
of
 taking their 
chances
 for a two -
point conversion 
and the win. 
WSU's only win was over Idaho, 
14-7. 
It appears that Don 
Perkins 
may have 
won  the starting quar-
terback job over his chief compet-
itor, 
senior
 Russ Munson. 'Perk' 



























































































 handing the 
hall 
uff to the
























for 421 yards. Giving 
support  is 
Fred 
Souza  who has latched onto 
21 passes for 304 
yards.  Neither 
has any touchdowns. 
The Spartans' 
defense




































































 for an 
11 yard 
TD







Olson  has 
passed 
for  30 
times,
 






 He has 
also  rushed 
for  97 
























Dwight  Tucker, 
Paul  Engle, and 
Larry 








Vandals  found 
some 
quick  magic as 
they came 
back








Spartans  didn't 
suffer any 
injuries  against












The Spartan judo team
 led by 
Gary Martin and Doug Graham 
Tace the SJS alum.rdtWay-- ai 7 
p.m. in the main gym in the fifth 
annual tourney with hopes of 
capturing their first win. 
According to Coach Yosh Uchi-
da, Spartan judo mentor, "en-
thusiasm is building
 up for this 
event and many graduates are 
looking forward in participating. 
I give 
Martin  and Graham good
 
chances for winning." 
Invitations were 
sent  out to 60 
black  belt holders and 
former 
graduates of SJS. Among them is 
Ben Campbell, a 
member  of the 
U.S. Olympic team, 
and Howard 


















the largest selection 
of psychedelic 




















corduroy  blazer  
tailored


















Grodins  in 
chamois or 
burnt brown. 29.50 
ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA at Blossom Hill Road and 
Almaden 
Expressway.  VALLEY 
FAIR  
CENTER  at Stevens 
Creek Boulevard and Freeway
 17. SAN ANTONIO CEN-
TER at El 
Camino
 Real and San Antonio
 Road. Shop 
















 Sports Writer 
The
 once -beaten Spill tan
 soccer 





meet the USI. 
Dons Saturday,
 at noon, in a tilt 
which




 contest will not unly 
decide 
whether or not 










Minister to Collegians 
For the complete collegiate experience 







8:30 & 11 
a.m.   Morning 
Worship  
7 p.m.  Evening Service 
College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
 
9:45 a.m.  Morning Seminar 
5:45 p.m.  Evening Forum 






Before ton put on that pretty suit 
14.i tr. add that magic touch that 















 Saturday and Sunday 
FREE quart of milk with each 
$1.99 NEW YORK STEAK 
$1.39 TOP 
SIRLOIN






and Baked Potato 
Students Must Show ASB Card 
JULIAN IV  STEAKS 
Fourth and Julian  Next to Burger Bar 
capture the 
West Coast Intercol- to 
ever capture  the 
NCAA  f The 
Spartans enter





but  also pionship. decider off a very impressive win 
which 
tearn will 






 the SFS 
















 USF. "the 
fin -I them 
9-0. 
league play and have only one loss est ever." Especially heartening




 records.  
Both 
squad's losses came at the hands 
of the University 
of British Colum-
bia in the recently held San Jose 




 have treated the 
league 
championship  like a hot po-
tato














favorite  in the 
NCAA 
finals.




western  team 
I I 
ntramurals 
Dave Mercer has once again 
been named the most 
valuable  
player in the A division of 
intra-
mural football. 




honoted, he was the most valu-




 Mercer led 
his  
team to 
the  semi-finals 
before  
being 
upset  by Me & 
Them. 
Named to the
 All -College team 
were Greg 






 Theta Chi, Lenn 
Waller,  
Reny Donis, and Stan 
Jorgenson 
of Alpha Tau 
Omega,
 Al Sequera, 
Stan Silbert,
 and Bill Spe'ncer
 of 
Me
 & Them, Bill Lyon 
and Dave 
Thtum of Sigma 
Alpha  Epsilon, 
Larry 
Stewart
 of the Sunshine 
Boys, and 
Rick Holt of Sig 
Ep. 
Waller 
and Donis were key 
players in 
leading  ATO into 
the  
finals, while Silbert was Just 
out-





 Hunch Basketball 
were 
extended  until 
today.
 
Anyone interestcd :11 running in 
the SJS Turkey 
Trut must have 
their entries .n 
Cridin, Nov. 
15. The run starts at 3:30 Tiles 
day, Nov. 26 in front ot the cafe-









Saturday marks the 
end of the 
beginning for the SJS cross
 coun-
try team. 
The Spartans will run in the 
Pacific 
Coast  Athletic Conference 
meet in Fresno at 11 a.m. The 
Spartans are hoping to turn in 
a strong performance and advance 
to some post season
 meets. 
The conference meet looks to 
be a duel 
between San Diego 
State and SJS. San Diego, one of 
the stronger teams on the coast, 
has 
beaten the Spartans twice this 
year. 
Leading 
the Spartan team is 
Darold Dent, Andy Vollmer, By-
ron Lowry, Gary 
Berthiaume,  
Steve 
Brovvn,  Bern' Kraus 
and 
Dave Barni. The Spartans are 
coming off a 15-42 trouncing from 
Stanford, a national 
powerhouse. 
Stanford 
swept  the first
 five 
places with Dent and Vollmer 
topping the Spartans in sbcth and 
seventh respectively. 
Other members of the PCAA, in 
its first year of competition, ire 
Los Angeles State, University of 
Pacific, Long Beach State, Fresno 




















































Dons  will be led 
into action 





 a 27 -
year -old former American Pan Ain 
and Olympic  star, anchors the for-
ward line while Connie plays at 
the 
center -half position. 
The USF front wall is 
one of 
the finest in the country. Roobos-
toff is accompanied on the front 




 been singled 
out 
by Spartan coach Julie Menendez 
as "one of the players to watch." 
Menendez
 praised the Don's 
right-wing saying. "He's real fast,
 
like a deer. and con







rooters was the fine play
 of for-
wards Henry
 Comacho and Ed 
Sturch.  
Both players were important 
contributing  tnemben; of last sea-
son's
 






a first team 
All-
American
 last year while Storch
 
was an honorable 
mention  pick. 
The 
Spartan  victoty was 
the 
seventh 
whitewashing  job the de-
fense has turned in 
this season. 
The  defenders have only allowed 
seven goals scored
 against them in 
the team's 11 games. 
In speaking about the USF 










EARN $40 per 
mo., $10 per 
wk. $5 per 














Weekdays   
1.50 
Weekends   
2.00 








SUN  9-6 
TAKE ALMADEN
 EXPWY. 1 




COLOR GALORE AT 
THE  GALERIA 
COME IN 
















1 P.M. -5 P.M. 
SATURDAY
 






















than the one in 1966
 which 
cap-



















TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE 
'14,en,
 




 & SUNDAY 
Do





in your future? 
We'd like to talk to you about a 
genuine career opportunity, where 
an annual income of 
$25,000 to 
$50,000 and more is a perfectly rea-
sonable objective. 
We'd  like to tell you about the out-
standing  progress 




Grants sales volume 
of






 few years. We'd 
like
 to talk 
to men who 
will  throw their 
hat
 in 
the ring in 
























program  in just that 
way.  Ask your 




up for an interview.
 
On 







STORES COAST TO 
COAST  


























































































































 you first, 





 winner of 
three  
gold 




































































7 p.m, Ph. 
251-4126  
I To HoW Interviews 
A 
lepresentative
 from the Petn 
tmenean Petroleum Corporation 
will  





with a geophysics background for 
summer
 
employment  in the Rocky 
Mountains area. 
Interested students should sign 
up now for appointments in the 
Placement Center, Bldg. AA, 122 
S. Ninth St. 
Naval Rep 
Here  
reFresentathe from the Naval 
Missile  Center, Point Mugu, Calif., 
will be on 
campus
 Tuesday to in-
terview





























 of natural inkier
 
suits  now at 
12 
price




bonus  event. 
sizes
 
from  35 
short  to 
















time  only! 




















































 Obsolete?" Followed 













 ktf the 
Navigator."  
from 7 






















































metnbers please attend. 
7 p.m. 
&IS  Ski 


















9 p.m., JCI41. 
ski 
season.







































































































































































































































































 732 S. 1st 
















































































































extra  security you get









 an outer 
layer  of larger





























MC Coy 140 MOW 
































 2 dr 
hdtp,  P/S, 
P/B,  
233 with 










 - to install transmiss on 
in 




for  the S. F. 
Chronicle in our Sunnyvale office selling 
trial subscriptions. 
Working  hours will 
fit your schedule. Average pay is $2.25 
per hour. Call for interview appoint. 
ment 738-1818.  
MEN OR WOMEN, Full or P/T. Must 
have 
auto.  Sell & deliver calendars. No 
exp. 
necessary, salary or 
comm.  Call 



















 SHARE I bdrm. 
apt. 502 
S. 4th. #6. Phone 297-6249. 
FEMALE
 ROOMMATE NEEDED.
 470 S. 
1 Ith. 











to share apt. $60/mo. 620 
3.






liter & other 
mods. 
Excel 
od. Nover raced.  
257-4006










but  '68 

















ey fast, never raced.





 6.  
59 VW. $379 




CORVETTE.  4 sp. 327 340 HP. Me. 




VVV  1-...ellent condition.
 Only two 
c 
new. New clutch. brakes 
ji0 







' ier 4 p.m. 
;65 SUZUKI
 250 cc. Must sell. $200. 
'66 
HONDA  S-65, 4 sp, 50 mph. Runs 
 
ols  
and license. A steal
 
at 
j .'- -/96. 














: KiIRt SALE 131 
GIBSON 12 String
 Guitar. Sood coe-
d  S115. Call 258-9830.  
1 BLACK, I FAWN Great Dane Pup. 
pies, AKC reg. Show or pet. 3 mo. old. 
$150_ Call 
724-4835  or 374.0148 after 
5 P.m. 
MUNTZ 4 track car 










for  Tom Flautt. 






 80 acres. $750 per acre. 
10% down Off 
Bear
 Creek rd. Redwood 
& 
year  round crept, 20 min. 
from 
SJ. 
Owner  41595P 29j, 
HELP WANTED 141 
MAN OR WOMAN. full or Part-time 
according to your school sched. 
Ice 
Cream Vending Truck Routs. 30-50%, 
Comm. Gond earnings. 358 N. Mont. 
gomery.
 297.4228.





 young lady to contact customers 
by telephone for Celif. home
 after 
school




from  campus. Top 
salary - 
low% For inter. 
Cell Mr. Dolan 287. 
6083. 
HOUSE FOR 
RENT: family, unfurn., 2 




 4 bdrm., 2 bath, dnrm 
livrm. 
w/firepl.
 $250 lease. Call 294-
6414.  Ext.
 2277 or 2480.  
URGENT







Call  Diana. 287.7651.
  







 2 bdrrn. 
$55/mo. 555 S. 
10th














287-1640.  Sherry, after
 5. 
NEED A PLACE
 TO SLEEP 
ONLY. 
Near campus. 




7:30 class on Wed.
 & Thur.) 
Floor  OK. Will 




DIV. or Grad to share
 
lg. 3 bcirrn. ho,cn 
w/3  







638  S. 5th. Rm. 




2754 after 7 p.m. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share apt: 
1/2 block from campus. 
$40/mo.
 Cali 
286-1465 after 8 p.m.  
ROOMMATE
 WANTED. Quiet 
resi-
dence 
near school. $50/mo. Upper div. 
or Grad. pref. 
Call  297-1390 or 295-
0784.  
LOST AND FOUND (61 
LOST: KEY CASE, brown. Wed. 
10/29. 








RENT A STEREO 
OR
 TY FROM 
ESCHES. 
Fr  delivery, 
free service 
No 
contract.  Call 251-2598.  
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING
 SERVICES. 




ACCURATE  TYPIST. 
Experi-
enced & 












Reports  - 
DissertatiOns
 
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave 
Cell 37I -039S. San Jose. 
CUSTOM - MADE 
CONTEMPORARY  
rings for getting 
engaged,
 married. 
sharing water. George Larimors. Old 
Town. Los Gatos. 354-8804.  
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, 
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter. 
Phone 






Call  258-4335. 
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced 243-







 Corrections made. Call 
Mrs.
 
Taylor  any time. 292-4590.  
ANNOUNCING  THE ALL 
NEW  SAN 
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located 
at
 
145 WEST SANTA CLARA
 ST. Across 




part-time janitor. Hair. 

















 To reach 
the 




















































































Personals  (7) 

















































Rate,  call 
Doris 












 Live 457 
S. 9th 









































 TO CASPER, 
WYOMING
 
over Thanksgiving holiday. Riders
 need-
ed to help 








































pouible  on canceled 
ads. 
Print
 your ad here: 
(Count approximately
 33 letters and 
spaces 
lor each line) 
Print  
Name
   For 
Address    
Enclosed  is 
City 
Phone    
SEND CHECK, MONEY 
ORDER,  OR CASH TO: SPARTAN
 DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
SAN 
JOSE STATE COLLEGE,
 SAN 10SE, CALIF.
 95114 
Please allow 
2 days after placing for 
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who  will wait along
 the 
Happiness Is" 
marching  route from
 
t. James Park to 
the on-campu.s cor-
er, 
San Carlos and 
Seventh
 Streets, 





Essen  t iall y that
 
eans trying to 
make





what will happen: 
At 10:15 a.m. 
a ponderously 
grand  
efile of some 
52
 entries, enlarged by 
e fresh addition of four
 high school 
o.ats and 




count 'em  
18
 bands, will 
leave  
t. 
James Park to 
march  south on 
'rst Street 







 of the 
ampus. 
The
 reviewing stand, 
between  Mac-
uarrie Hall 
and the Alumni Associa-
ion Office, will be 
manned  by Presi-
ent Robert 
D.
 Clark, the deans of 
S, their wives, and other dignitaries. 
d popular KLIV disc 
jockey  Scott 
t. James is to appear as commentator: -
emcee.  
Grand Marshal William Hubbard. of 
he physical education department, 
'11 lead the procession. This honored
 
office goes to a man who has coached 
35 
years  at SJS. He has guided at 
different times every intercollegiate 
team in all 
sports.  
At his back will sound the SJS 
Marching Band, escorted by the enter-
taining 
contrast  of the ROTC Drill 
Team and the girlish prance of the 
Spartans' familiar 
"Band -Aides." 
Martial and pop strains will come 







Homecoming for the high school mu-
sicians, according to a parade 
pub-
licity worker, is the 
invitation  to the 
football 
game
 -- where the halftime 
show 
spotlights the SJS Marching 
Band.  
The parade also features contingents 
from 
honor societies, the Blue Keys, 
Spartan Shields and Spartan Spears. 
With a "Happiness Is" Homecoming 
theme, a children's float will highlight 
Snoopy adventures, 
says  Rick Potter, 
Homecoming committee parade chair-
man. 
More
 "Peanuts" characters will be 
brought to life following the Queen's 
float  . 
An 
extraordinary  number of novelty 
class floats
 will appear, enlivening 
the  
stream of spectacles. 
Potter believes
 the parade's attend-
ance and public reception may he  even 




 shorter and simplified, mak-
ing more parking space available
 on 
San Fernando and Third Streets. 
But if you can't get it 
parking place, 
tune In your TV to channel 11, KNTV. 
where the SJS radlo-TV team will 
broadcast the 
parade. 
Special Edition Staff 



































































8:90 p.m.  Bonfire rally and dance -- Santa Clara County Fair-
grounds at Tully 





a.m.   
Homecoming
 parade  
Will




travel south on First Street, east on San Carlos, 
end-
ing at San Carlos and
 Seventh Streets. 























































and  a 

















































major  from 
San 
Leandro,  















































































government.  vice 
president  of 
the 
Associated  Student Governments 
of 




 Committmcnt, vice 
president of the 
International Associa-
tion 
of Students of 
Economics 
and 




Joan has also 
been




























been active in 
Alpha  Lamixia 
Pi, 
Natani,  A Club, 
Ftally  Committee, 
Kaydette  




























 for it trip to Europe
 
sumo:there














 K. COOPER 
sPartan
 Daily Staff 
Writer  
Snoopy,
 the Charles M. 
Schulz,  char-
acter famous for his 
reoccurring en-
counters with the World 
W£U.  I Teu-
tonic aerial knight, the infamous Red 
Baron, will 
navigate  his battle -torn 
doghouse 
toward
 SJS in hopes of join-
ing with 
students in the 
Homecoming  
activities of his alma 
mater,
 San Jose 
State. 

















 who pilots his 
Sopwith 
Camel 
with the finesse 
of a flying bird, 
now resides 
in
 Sebastopol, Calif. 
(popu-
lation 









Charlie  Brimn, 
who  positively 
will 
never
 win a 
baseball  
game;
 Lucy, with 
her 

















 week after 
week to 
bring  joy and 
laughs










 pre -1950 
cartoon 
strip, Li'l 
Folks.  In 1950 
the 
United  Features 
Syndicate 























the  nation 
still look










































Schulz,  is 
Robert  
Short,  


















































 of Omega Psi 
Chi  
Fraternity,






child,  he Is the greatest in 
the
 king-
dom of heaven." 
Schulz, a 
member  of a Scripture
-
oriented 
Prot es tan t 
denomination  
called  the Church of 
God,
 has a dozen 
Bibles, including
 a 12 -volume set of 
th.. Interpreters' Bible in his home. 
He 
conducts
 an adult Sunday 
school 
class
 as the Sebastopol
 Methodist 
Church
 and is well 
aware  of Peanuts' 
theological 








 College in 
Sacramento, 
Calif., he 
read the lines 
from Roman.s 
VII:26: 













a victim of 
his own 
weakness.  He is 
wishy-washy,
 but that 
doesn't  mean I 
don't 
like him. We 
all  have our 
faults.  







something tender, but 
perhaps if you 
scratched 
deeper  you would 
find  she is 
even
 worse than she
 seems." 
Her brother 
Linus  seems to be the 
brightest,
 admits Schulz. 






 of clinging 
to 
his security blanket.
 All the Pea-




Beethoven  on his 



















 a new character 
appeared in 
the strip. He 
was  Jose 
Peterson,







 I sent 






 in the Life 
interview. 
"He  just 
may 




Welcome  .4lumni: 
Welcome back to your alma mater. 
Homecoming at colleges and 
univer-
sities throughout the United States 
is the traditional time when 
both
 
recent and oldtime graduates return 
to their educational homes. 
Throughout the years 
homecoming  
ha.4
 developed as an opportunity to 
meet trith former classmates, room-
mates. professors and administrators. 
It is a day to reminisce  and
 a day 
to learn: 
it provides an opportunity 
to swap 




profession  with 
students and faculty;
 and tnost im-
portant of all,





for the hen., 
fit 

























































 you to 
discover  nith 
me why 
San  Jose 
State's 
nation-wide  re 
pu
 lotion is 
growing 









































































had  a 
Homecoming











































































































































































































was one of 



















game;  she 
was




 but she 
prefers 
dates  with Santa 
Clara 
football  men." 
The 
Nov. 1937 issue continued, 
"Now if SJS comes out on top 
after
 the game Saturday, maybe 
the queen will decide 
that State 
varsity me are a mite 
better than 
Santa 
Clara  men and that will 
dear
 up the situation 
remarkably."  
COLLEGE TIMES 
In 1926, The 
Spartan Daily was 
a weekly issue called The State 
College 
Times  and SJS was "State
 
























































ence  to an 
elected 


















brief  talk 
concern-
ing the 























the  paper 
announced,























dancing.  As 
usual, 































evening,  soon 
after 
dark, a crowd




-thirty,  there 
were four










Only  in 1910 was 
there a social 
event resembling 
today's Homecoming mentioned, 
and this 
was  
a list of rules to be 
obeyed: "Girls must go to the 
preceptress' office and have their 
costume skirts measured to be 
sure they are not over two or 





not published in the school paper. 
In 1885, San Jose State, then 
called The State Normal School. 
published a paper monthly called 
The Norrnal 
Index.
 This was a 
collection of poetry and philoso-
phy - 
no
 place for an account of 
a dance, rally, or Homecoming. 
SCOTT  ST. 
JAMES 
















Then  the SJS 
homecom-















James,  who 
haiLs  from 
South  
San Francisco,

















 loves all 
music,  
the 






 to go," 
states
 St. James 
who drives
 a 1968 GTO 
convertible, 
artd 
includes  drinking, 
dancing, and 
conversing with 




only 25 years 
old, St. 






 and managing 
two 










man, and an assistant 














come to those 
who  
wait, but 
there'll  be things left
 
over
 for those who hustle." 
When asked his opinion on two 
of today's





Vietnatn, St. James 
explained that 
he isn't familiar enough 
with the 
first issue to 
comment,






by John Carlos and 
Tom-
mie 
Smith.  He 
remarked,
 "I wasn't 
offended at 
all. My thought 
was if 









 even had suggested 
we make a parking lot out 
of 
Hanoi. As of late, 
however, he has 
felt a growing 
disillusionment  with 
the war and 
is unsure what steps 
should now ,be 
taken. 
What  of future plans 
for the 
personable 
D.J.? They include 
opening his 
own night club 
some 
day, and continuing work in stage but not now." 
shows and





















you  ever 
danced








































 to see 
and to 


















































































































will  be 
lighted at 

















































































 bonfire, rally 
and dance will 




 (Tully and 




 at 8. The bonfire,




Southern  Pacific 
Railroad,  was 




 Here, from 







 Mike Layne, 
another co-chairman,




vice  chairman, 
contemplate  their 




 emcee the 
























 to the 











asked  how 
they 
felt  about 
Homecoming  and 
if they 




answered  that 
the school
 is too big;


















wondered  who 
that 
valiant
 little group 
of 12 girls 
is who, several
 times each football
 
season, brave 




football field to 
perform  a 
dance mutine
 for the 
seated 
throngs
 at half time? 
Perhaps 
you've
 asked the 
person seated 
next to you end









 was not 
unique. Although they perform ini
 
all 
of the halftime shows at 
home 
games 
and several of the games 
away the Band
-Aides  is one of 
the SJS groups about 
which  little 




 of the Band -Aides 
began in 1961 when Band Director 
Ftoger Muzzy wanted to add fe-
male 
sparkle to his all male 
Marching Band's 
performances. 
The 13 lucky girls
 who were 
chosen appropriately called them-
selves the 
"Lucky  13." They per-
formed 
at
 Homecoming that year 
to the tune of 
"There's No Busi-
ness Like Show Business' 
and 
were well received by the stu-
dents. The gmup then splintered 
with one of the groups becoming 
a 
permanent






 the group's 
18 members cottld no 
longer 
call 
themselves the "Lucky 13." How-
ever, the 







Mikkolsor,  Sholla 



































 for their first 




frequently kidded by 
the 
band members about being 
"Band -Aides." They laughed. For 
the first football game they still 




 cleared his throat 
and announced 
" and now, in-
tmducing the




































shown  a 
portion  of 











after  some 
practice.
 
Those  who 
fail to 
catch  on are 
not 
retained.  















girls are able to grasp a routine 












 until the 
original number 













more  of the routines anri 
dance steps 





finally chosen are 
already 
trained.  
The  Band -Aides
 practice three
 
times a week during 
the 
fall  se-
mester for two hour 
periods  and 
receive
 one




 On game 
weekends  they practice
 
Saturday  
mornings before the 
game









 a new 
dance and 
costume  for each 
per-





 put on, their 





might  be jazz to 
go 
with a New 









to go with an 
outer space theme. 
COSTUMES MODIFIED
 
The Band -Aides' costumes
 are 
made by a seamstress.
 All are 
kept, however, and 
are  usually 
later modified for u.se in another 
dance number.
 The girls have been 
following this practice since 1961 
and their
 closet in the band mom 
in the Mitsie Building is now well 
stocked with many costumes for 
the girls to 
modify  for upcoming
 
dance 
numbers.  However, due to 
the fact that
 many of the cos-
tumes 
wear  out or become 
un-
usable, 
the Band -Aides receive 
$.550 
a year titan the
 Band's ap-
propriation 
for  purchasing new 







range  in age 
from 19 to 
22 and 
are  majoring 










arts and math, 
Bible 
to
 identify with school 
ac-
tivities; it is hard to feel involved. 
Many said it is a computer school 







 said, "I commute
 
from Morgan
 Hill, but I wouldn't
 
go to the 





























she  said, "I 
think  it's 












 said, "I have
 a family and 
don't  find 





 She also 
pointed out 
many
 students are 
working while 
going to 








to keep up 
'school 
spirit'  that 
long,"  she 
said.  
Many




















agreed this is a 





completed.  "Right now." 
he said, "students
 feel alienated; 
there is no place
 to interact." 
Bob Jensen, phychology 
grad 
student  said, "I used to go 
to the 
football  games as an 
undergradu-
ate,  but I've lost interest. 
Instead,
 





groups  of people." 
Bob Milnarieh,
 freshman art 
ma-
jor,



































































said he used to 
know most




















 it's ;t 
disappointment
 
for  all 
coneerned.



















the  texas 


































0CANDACE, from VIE, 
THE MARCHING SPARTANS, SJS' renowned all -male 
band,  
demonstrates 
their precision and big brass sound at home 
games,  
and, this year traveled 
to





















for the first time in more 
than
 10 




Spartan  marching 
band 
tomorrow.  









































 in 1956, one 
of a 
series
 of major changes of his first
 moves was  to eliminate
 
SJS'S ALL MALE BAND, 
which will perform at the Homecom-
ing game tomorrow, is the product of a series of changes brought
 
about by 
Band Direair Roger Muzzy.
 Eliminating all coeds from 
the 
band 
was Muzzy's first step 
on his arrival
 at 
SJS  in 1956. 
Then he 
began the changeover to 
the  brass sound, so that 
today
 






changes were adding the Band -Aides, a I2
-member female dance 
team, and the color guard, a 
flag
-carrying
 unit unique to 
SJS 
on the 
West Coast. This year, the band
 has 
received  much 
praise  
from sportscasters and 
spectators at SJS football 
games.  
Roger Muzzy brought the big brass
 sound to SJS in 1956. The 
band's
 pre -game cadence of 240 beats 
per minute is fastest 
















Spartan  Daily Sports Writer 
Bill 
Hubbard
 should be the 
one  
person
 at the 
Homecoming  game 
between SJS
 and Washington 
State who gives the game his un-
divided attention. 
But he,probably will 
be the only 
person present who 
won't be pay-
ing full attention to the game. 
As grand marshal of SJS Home-
coming activities, Hubbard would 
be expected to be the 
most
 avid 
rooter at the game. And
 his posi-
tion as former mentor of the Spar-
tan varsity football tearn and his 
being a current faculty 
member
 en-
hance the assumption that he will 
be all eyes for 
the game. 
But his job as supervisor of of-
ficials for
 the Pacific Intercolle-




 to be 
a fan 
at
 "his" Homecoming game. 
Hubbard
 will be watching the 
officials and making recommenda-
tions
 on their performances. 
"I guess I've been around
 here 
so long," Hubbard jested when 
asked why 
he was picked as the 
grand marshal. 
Although he was kidding,
 Hub-
bard is a fixture 
on the SJS scene. 
He first made his 
appearance
 as 
a freshman on the campus in 1925. 




three years, I've 
been on 
campus for 32 years," he 
proudly announced. 
During that span, Hubbard has 




it and I've 
coached
 it." 
And this is no idle boast. Along 
with his football coaching,
 Hub-
bard
 has served as track, golf, 
baseball and basketball coach at 
SJS. 




 and was sec-
retary
 for











best  of 
luck 

















































its early years. 
Hubbard compiled 
a 36-11 record 
as 
head football 
coach  from 1946-
49. His 
team.s won 
nine  games 
each year he coached.



















"The coaching is better all 
the  
way  amund. Kids get 







 get here," 
Hubbard 




 up now." 
An aspect 
of







changed - is the contact in-
volved. "They don't hit 
any  
harder  
now," Hubbard offered. "It's 
much  
the same today 
as it was when I 
PlaYed." 
What makes it seem
 like a 





pops,"  he 







constant,  the use 
of the 
force










 the n o i se of the 













Father L. Largente 





SUN. 5 p.m. St. Patrick's 
Church, 8th & Santa Clara 
MON. thru THURS. 4 p.m. 
Newman 
Center  








decision was based on his 
lielief that it took a male
 musician 





 in the 
Big 
Ten  tra-
dition, Muzzy then began the 
slow 




 longer included 
in the band beginning in the fall 
of 1966. The only remaining 
wood-
wind in band is the saxophone, 




"With the brass sound," states 
Larry Marks, band 
public relations 
director, "you achieve both volume 
and quality of sound." This is con-
sidered 







When the band stepped out on 
parade in the fall of  1959, it 
was 
in brand new, Muzzy -designed uni-
forms.  The British guard -style at-
tire is described as "a regal blue 
ensemble, set off 
by sparkling gold 
and silver lame trim." The uniform 
is topped off 
with  a black shako 
with white plume. 
According to Marks, the uni-
form was years ahead of its 
time 
and has since been copied and 
modified to regional tastes by a 
great many bands. 
"Next fall, we hope to 
have new 
uniform.s," said Marks. 
"Our
 pres-
ent ones are nine years old and 
are getting rather worn."
 The new 
trniform is again
 Muzzy-designed 






pre-garne  and 
halftime 
shows 
are 'thorned and 
executed  by Muzzy 
and
 his assistant, Bill 
Nicolosi,  a 
graduate  student 




of Dr. Brent Heisinger 
and his
 two assistants, 
John Hath-
away and Ronald Raines. 
On 
the field, the band empha-










 country, 240 beats 
per minute. 
Strutting
 in front 
of the band 
are twin 






 like the 
band's
 uni-




 day SJS marching
 
band could be classed
 as more than 






 is joined by its 
color guard and the Band -Aides. 
The color
 buard, originally 
called the "Lancers,"
 is a flag -
carrying 
unit









 is separate fren 
the band La 
definition







conceived  the color 







happening  in the mu.sic. 
Perhaps to curtail any hard feel-
ings among the band 
members
 con-




Band -Aides in the 
late 1950s. This 
12 -member dance team is 
known  
as one of the finest in the 
country. 













come from this group in 
the 
last five years. 
This  year, the 
band
 has received 
high 
praise  from both 
sportscasters  
and spectators
 at the SJS 
football  
games.
 During the band's 
perform-
ance at the 




 "If bands won 
or  lost tooth:All
 games for 
the  
school, 
San  Jose 
State
 would be 
on 






 souls who 
have
















 matter, a 
munber of 
years,  it 
might 
be worth 









' It If 
'T 




-#- -47 vp 
- 
167  E. Santa 
Clara 
1 block 
from  campus 
Special 
Offer 
Half price  rate to 
S.J.S. 
students  
Monday  thru 
Friday  with 
this  coupon 
Reg.
 1.50 for 2, 















374 South 3rd Street
 
2 Biocks From Campus 
Caege  Discussion Group 
Every
 Wednesday Night at 7 p.m. 
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404 
N. A. Firnhaber, Vicar 
294-7033
 















TO 9:30 - 











































































































































































































































Time - A hew Das 
Where Have All The 
Flowers 
Gooe  
Sitting On The Dock Of The Bay 






































































 teeLty 1'  
ROCK AND OTHER 





















TERRY RILEY INC. 
mS 7178 




















































JEFFEPSC N AIRPLANE 






































































































































FRANCISCO   BERKELEY  MENLO 
PARK 
0 I SMIle 
Son
 

































































 9:30  
SATURDAY































































































































































































NEW  TIME A NEW
 DAY 
including 
A New Time A New 
Day 
Where Have 
All  The Flowers Gone 













































.4 41 MAIES 
GROUSE 1.14 
SEE 












































































































FIVE NEW RECORDS FOR 
iX4111  
HOMECOMING SALE 




































































































































SIBSPARTAN  DAIL,/ 
Friday. November 





























Angelo's  Steak  
[louse  
lias been 









 as it has
 to 




wishes  the best of 
luck 
to our Spartans.  
After the game, Angelo's is the place 
for  alumni and friends to 




OPEN 6 a.m.-I I 
p.m.  DAILY 
72 E. Santa 
Clara  Free 
parking at 38 
S. 3rd St. 
By CARD!.
 (SKINAGER 
Spartan Daily Feature Editor 
"Having fun when a pt`I'SUI) you 
like is 
coming 
horne," is how 
Little 




with many  
other
 







: :Timing parade to be held Saturday. 





pii,),s Is . . .". the children will 
,ir, or costumes of Charles
 
Schulz's (diameters of Peanuts and 






 10-year -old son of 
Dr. James Asher, psychology pro-
fessor, doesn't know yet 
what
 he 
is going to be but says Homecom-
ing means, "They're coming back' 






 know what 
costume he will wear, it seems his 
next-door neighbor 
already  
has derided for him. "Jeff and I 
have
 decided to be horses," 






with Jeff, also," she continues. 
"Homecoming 
means . . . 
somebody's coming home." 
Dave Wright. 10. son of Dave 
A Wright, aeronautics
 instructor. 
plans to be Charlie Brown. "I'll 
probably  get a 
T-shirt
 like his 
with a funny






ows  TstiNo 
He 





















seven  - year - 
old sister. 
Tanunle,
 claims she 
is going to 
be 
Lucy because
 she looks like
 her. 
The children













 in the 
parade.  
John, 
11,  is going to 
be Linus. 










His  sister, Tracy. 
8, is "gonna 
Alumni 




 in 50's 
By DEE 01.7E80 
Ever heard of a Grand Rally? 
San Jose State College's first 
alumni reunion celebrations 
called 
Just  that when they began 
' in 1933. 
The two-day reunion in 1934 
featured open house on campus 
and entertairunent by every de-
partment.
 
Variety shows and 
sports 
playdays  added to the fes-
t ivit ies. Climaxing t he 
second 
alumni gathering was
 the football 
game with Chico State College. 
' In 1938 the annual return of 
Why 
should  
I waste my 
time?  
























































































































































































need  to 
work
 as 
hard  to 





























































































































more,  scientists, techni-
cians and professionals at NASA 
Ames Research Center, Lockheed 
(14 Missile and Space Division, Ampex, 
Stanford Research Institute, and 
many major industries have called 
on Readak to 
help improve their 
reading effectiveness. 
"Readak's program is exciting 
and 
stimulating,"  Lorna says. You'll 
learn all forms of hand -pacing, 
skimming,
 scanning, overviewing, 
pre -reading, outlining, technical and 
critical reading. In other words, 
you'll learn everything it takes to 
read two, three or even four times 
faster. 
Readak  students use these new 
skills in their first class. Grades go 
up. Study is easier.
 Reading assign-
ments 
become  exciting challenges, 
not causes for worry. 
This summer you can develop the 
reading skills you'll need in 
the fall, 
and for many years to come. 
Readak's small classes make it 
possible for you to learn with 
people  
you know and understand. 
Our free reading test is 
nationally  
standardized. It shows you where 
you stand. It tells us exactly what 
special training you need. If you 
don't take the program, there's no 
charge for the 
test.  
The tuition for our program is 
only $95. It may be paid in advance 
with  a discount, or budgeted over a 
3 -month period. Special group rates 
are available to clubs and organi-
' zations. 
-AI Now's the time to plan for tomor-
_ row's success. Our next class is al-
- ready filling up. But there's still 
room for those who sign up now. 
Classes 
meet  once a week, 21/2 
hours per session, for 9 weeks. Our 
next class starts: 
Mon.,
 Nov. 25, 
7:30 p.m. 




















Call now for a free brochure. Now 
is
 the best time to make your
 free 
test appointment, also.
 Just phone 
248-7674. Ask for Mr. Flynn. 
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 the customary 
fall reunion 





were Ings at that 
time of the year any-
way, 
according to a 19.38 




years later the post -
Christmas









The first Homecoming Queen 
was crowned in 1948. Sigma 
Kappa  
sponsored SJS' first queen,
 Gay -




through  downtown 










 at St. Joseph's 
Ele-




 sisters decorate 
Delta 
Zeta's
 float for the 1948 
parade. 
In addition to 
decorating  floats, 







 vied for a 
trophy to be 
pre-
sented






annual Turkey Trop 
was 
another
 part of the 
festivities.  
Winners
 of the 
three-mile  tun 
were 
awarded such 
prizes  as a 
turkey,
 a duck, 
a chicken, 






The  big attraction 























Crowley.  a 



























































































































































































































































































 with a purple 
ribbon" in 




 5, plans to 
be 
Snoopy. even











mother, she states 
that!  
she 















ears  and tail."













DRESSED UP for the Homecoming parade are 
children  of 
Dave A. Wr;ght, 
instructor  in aeronautics. Left to right, they are 
Tammie, 7, Robert, 8, Melody, 2, and Dave, 10. Their 
dog, Hap-
py, who is peering over the 
hole in the doghouse, will also be 
in 
the parade, although the family is not sure if 
he will last through 
the whole event. The parade, which will 
start  at 10:15 
a.m. on 
Saturday, will begin at St. James Park 
and  end at San Carlos 
and 








-1, The Local 
Church  Obsoleter 
5:45
 FORI II 
-Profile Of The 
Nttigator"  
Ctie,t Speaker



















Country N nig(' 
Sun Jose  Phone 296-611:3 
----- ^ 







H.sppiness is a 
greet big, thick, juicy, 
Howard




 trench tries Stop by after 
the  Homecoming gerne 
tomorrow















16111  1 dates to 


























to London or Amsterdam
 
New 



























clothes of indi,iddality 
for tall and 





















college  to 
college since
 they all have
 queen 











However,  several  campuses are 
doing things just a little diffetent 
from usual this year. 
* * * 
Santa Clara Univemity's Home-
coming concert 















 all the best at 
Roos/Atkins. 












 and get fitted.
 Yes, we 
sell the 
whole works too 
if 
you'd
 rather own 
your  own. 
SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA - 
ALMADEN
 








show.  Students 
waited  near-






was  sciubbed. AI 
Hirt  and orchestra filled the bill 
at a 
later date. 
An Ugly Man contest 
was spon-
sored too, an odd substitute for
 
the 
traditional  Homecoming queen 
contest.  
* * * 
The community 
float parade 
usually held at East Las Angeles 
City College will be replaced by 
caravans of 
cars decorated as 
floats.
 since the Homecoming com-
mittee failed to get a parade per-
mit in time, the Campus News 
reports, 
* * * 




activities  at Western 
Michigan University when the 
men's residence hall, 
Hoekja  Hall, 
charged 
TEI11 Kappa Alpha and 









 the TKE's float was 













fire extinguishers. Tau Kappa Al-




 floats at 
WMU.  
* * * 
More gloomy words were in 
store for Chico State when the 
College Union Program Council 
showed there
 is a steady decline 





made, especially cutting campaign-
ing costs and time. Anybody now 
can enter a queen candidate, the 
Wildcat commented. 
* * * 
Castletown State College in 
Castletown, Vermont, has a king 
and 
queen contest, each entrant 
having to perform a short skit. 
The boys vote for the boys  and 
vice  versa. Also on tap are chariot 
races with at least six entrants. 
Instead of the traditional foot-
ball game before the Homecoming 










 pretty girls, 
fraternity men, dormies and what 
have you end all their Homecoming
 
festivities, SJS Call 
settle
 down to 
what Ilomecoming Day is all about 
. football. 
SJS' gridders
 will try for an-
other vtin Saturday afternoon at 
1:30 when they play host to the 
Cougars from Washington State in 
Spartan Stadium. 
The Cougars have a new coach 





 lost from last year. 
no one expected great things from 
our neighbors up 
north.
 However, 
things always don't go as expected. 
After dumping Idaho 14-7 in the 
opening game of the season, 
Wash-
ington
 State managed to lose to 
UCLA 31-21 and
 Utah 17-14. The 
Cougars then
 shot into national 
fame when they tied 
Stanford 21-
21. at a time
 when many consid-
ered the Indians 
the best team on 
the coast and a possible Rose Bowl 
representative. 
Beatings by 
Arizona  State and 
Arizona followed their Stanford 
performance.
 
Sweeney succe, led Bert Clark 
at Washington State after piling 
up an impressive 31-19 record
 at 
Montana State. He operates the 
Cougar 
offense  on the "Multiple I" 
theory but has yet to enjoy a game 
where his team has scored over 21 
points. 
Outstanding players for the Cou-
gars have been quarterback Rich 
Olson and Richard Lee Smith at 
halfback. Olson was thought too 
small for the starting role but has 
shown 
flashes




On defense the 
Cougars  operate 
on the "Oklahoma Rover" and fea-
ture the hard hitting of 
Steve Bar-
telle and Mel Burrell. Both of 
HAPPINESS IS: 
OUR TEN TEMPTING 'VARIETIES 
OF PIZZA 
Try at leaid one. after the
 gattie: if you're having a small party better make it 
two: or if 
the  %hole gang drops in make it three or more; 
we're  sure to have 









   
.95 
1.50 2.00 2.75 
3. 
Mushroom    
.95 
1.50 2.00 2.75 
4. 
Sausage   .95 1.50 2.00 2.75 
5. Salami
   .95 1.50 2.00 2.75 
6. Litigtsisa   
.95 1.50 2.00 2.75 
7. Pepperoni   
.95 1.50 2.00 2.75 
8. °lite   
.95 1.50 2.00 2.75 
9. Beef and
 Onion   1 05 









'Mushrooms,  Pepperoni, Salami, 
Linplisa) 
ADD
























 have been out-
standing in all 
the Cougars' games 
and 
have displayed a 
knack of be-
ing where the 
ball is. 
On the offensive line 
center  Dave 
Harris and 






 all year. Harris 
ha.s  caught 
the  attention 
of
 many pro 
scouts  
and will 
probably try his 
hand with 
the professionals







Spartans  has 







 11 SJS 
gridders
 gave a 
good























Perkins.  and 










but  none of 
the three




















A YOUNG MAN 
UPTIGHT 
Ifs not hard to get that way, 






inadequate planning - and 
you're  racked up. So make 
fi-
nancial security your thing. 
Start to 
plan now for 
it- 
by 
investing in a life 
insurance
 
program that will 
expand  
as 
your needs do. The earlier you 
start,
 the less it costs,
 and 
the 
more security you'll 
have
 a 
chance to build. 
Give us 




















    
OP P., 




dedicated  service 
Membo, s,,o




















































* * * 
Napa
 College
 is setting fire to 
its parking 
kit  . . . for the cus-
tomary bonfire. 
Students  also are 
having  a pajama
 dance 
(7)  in the 
cafeteria after













































































 at Fresno 
State Col-
lege,








 the girls 
must  have 
participated 
in
 at least five 
pre-
vious
 Fiesno events, 
have  a 2.25 
GPA and be sponsored 
only 
by an 
officially  recognized 
organization.  
Three 3 by 5 incha snapshots 
plus 
and 
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Almaden Fashion Plaza 













OUR  LAY -A -WAY
 BANKAMERICARD,
 





















 ISUA ML 



































   
FAMOUS BRAND 
Reg. 
109.50  . 































A ,to 9.99 
41:14 
FAMOUS  [FRAUD 
RAND
 :E 1 99 
Lace Boots 























































Reg. VI.E PROMISED 
NOT  TO 99 
sw,ss. 
AUSTRIAN 






Rentals  Incl. 











PARKAS:el  199 




































































TOP NAME BRANDS 
INCLUDED - HURRY
 





























 from  
1.089
 




























 /1 InPic 
JONI MILLER 
1968 
Band Aides, front row, left -right, Georgie Maddams, Berty 
Jo Thorp, Eileen Kennedy, Donna Pickens, Sallyanne Muller. Back 
row, 
Carolyn Vece, Jackie Cobb, Chris Leslie, Ingrid Mikkelsen, 
Shiela 





 find the 










 SJS ground 
game has 






















 the tie 








SJS' wen -known marching 
band  demonstrates 
one of its more popular formations, SJU, in the 
grand 






To t .4/.1 
MAL 
It is my 
pleasure  to welcome you  back to San
 
Jose  State 
College. For those of you icho graduated the past year or 
two the campus appears to be very much the same as when 
you left. To those of 





 to the handsome 
new high-rise
 
dormitory at .1.iiith and San Salvador with its adjacent 
Dining (:itninunts; to the bare bones of what next year trill 
be our handsome College Union building.
 a facility long. 
needed by 
this  conintunity. 
In academic structuring we are engaged in a number of 
netv tltrusts designed to create manageable units 
of students 
within
 our vast enrollment of over 
23,000.
 Students  with 
similar interests are provided an inspiring learning enciron 
ment fostered by 
close intellectual contact. 
We are attempt-
ing to deal 
realistically  tvith the rents and strains in the 
fabric of urban society and through the medium of 
intel-
lectual involvement to add our 
measure of balance and 
assistance. 
Happiness Is . . . 
Intellectual
 Involvement 









































 was to honor 
Queen  Betty Jo 
and her 
court.  A 
capacity  









fire law limit of 
1200
 
persons.  Sons of Champ-




































and Fred Walter. 
